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Abstract - This paper presents a new scheduler capable of scheduling aperiodic tasks at real time in multiprocessor system. The algorithm proposes a new way to determine dynamically tasks of high priority and low priority finding the elapsed execution time and remaining execution time, and the amount of resource availability and deadline of task, with no prior knowledge of task arrival time and also ensures that no processor remains ideal thus utilizing processors at all times.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The periodic tasks and a periodic tasks are more common in real time systems. Periodic task are those that appear at regular intervals, while a periodic tasks are those that appear at any instant i.e. at irregular time intervals.

The classic book on real time systems by C.M.Krishna & Kang G.Shin[3] details the scheduling of both periodic and aperiodic tasks using static priority algorithms and dynamic priority algorithms. The static priority algorithms are based on scheduling tasks with least period by assigning them highest priority and those tasks with highest period the lowest priority. While the dynamic priority algorithm schedule’s tasks based on deadlines.

The EDF and least laxity first algorithms that are uniprocessor online scheduling algorithms are optimal algorithms, which means any a set of tasks if schedulable by them then the same set of job can be feasibly schedulable by other algorithms. But in the case of multiprocessor systems there are no online scheduling algorithms that are optimal. This was shown by simplest multiprocessor model by HONG & LEUNG [2].

In this study job, consideration of new scheduling algorithm for a multiprocessor system that can deal with responding to a periodic tasks and dynamically assigning priority to tasks by taking into account the execution time of arriving task based on resource availability, the elapsed & remaining execution time of the task executing in processor.

We relax the assumption that tasks need to start essentially at the same time to coordinate their execution and computation put forward by gang scheduling algorithm, since gang scheduling demands that no task execute unless other tasks in gang starts executing, this would cause processor to remain idle irrespective of some high priority task ought to be run.

This algorithm demonstrates online scheduling of tasks and assigning priority to tasks dynamically for preemption based on the elapsed execution time and the execution time remaining. Unlike static priority based algorithms which utilize the processors only 70% or less. This algorithm schedules task dynamically so it can be viewed that processor is utilized to its great extent i.e. 100% theoretically proving through a theorem derived to prove that EDF algorithm utilizes processors to maximum extent [1].

II. DESCRIPTION

The dynamic algorithms give high priority to tasks with least deadline, but the execution time for that particular task can high or low. If we take into consideration that a task with least deadline but with highest execution time is given highest priority then if the processor is scheduled to complete this task by preemption it takes greater execution time equal to the execution time of least dead lined task. Thus causing the processor to stall in only one task executing all the way to complete it within deadline, thus we relax this idea of giving priority to task with least deadline and highest execution time. The execution time a task takes is dependent on various factors like resource availability and the number of lines in the task which constitutes the length of task, etc.

We consider here a stochastic model with a set of M processors in the multiprocessor system. Stochastic model is the one with uncertainties in both arrival rate and service rate and let job with infinite number of tasks ranging from T_0 to T_n arrives. We also consider that the average service rate of processor is more than the average arrival rate of tasks to prevent building up infinite queue. I.e. for average service rate to be more than the average arrival rate, the processors are to be operating at higher frequencies.
Assumption:
1. No task starts executing at the same time.
2. No task within the same gang execute for same time.
3. Task preemption is possible for satisfying conditions.
4. Scheduler is capable of handling the both periodic and aperiodic tasks arriving.
5. Addition of new processor to a set of M processor is tolerable.
6. The time for comparisons made among processors is negligible.
7. Processor is capable of completing maximum percentage of tasks total execution time before next job arrives.

For M set of processor, scheduler is scheduling $T_0$ to $T_{m+i}$ where $i=0$ for initial scheduling of task to M processor. As soon as the $T_0$ task is scheduled on a processor it starts executing independent of other task, the same applies for other task scheduled in other processors. After initial scheduling of $T_{m+i}$ ($i=0$ for initial schedule of M processors), when new tasks $T_{m+i}$ ($i=1$ to $\infty$) arrives the following need to be answered,

1. How this new task is to be scheduled?
2. Whether by preempting previous task or by scheduling the new task to execute as soon as the previous task is completed?
3. Based on what the high priority task is chosen for the scheduler to allow preemption of previous task?
4. Whether there are sufficient resources available for successful execution of the task.

The block diagram of intelligent scheduling is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Block diagram](image_url)

When new task arrives the compiler estimates and announces the execution time $E_t$ that a task would take respective of resource availability as resource availability would seriously affect the execution of task to the scheduler, a comparison is done among processor by the intelligent scheduler as to which processor has zero utilization and how much execution time has elapsed and how much execution time is remaining, where the remaining execution time is the difference between the total execution time $E_t$ and the elapsed executed time $E_{t-k}$. The execution time is directly related to the time taken to execute instruction counts on the processor running at certain clock rate and resource availability.

**Case 1:**

**Theorem 1:**

A set of task represented by $T (A_i, E_{t_i}, D_{i})$ is readily schedulable in the processor if the utilization of the processor is found zero i.e. $U (n^{th}) = 0$;

A processor is said to be in zero utilization only if it has completed executing its task and no task are in queue waiting to execute or no task are scheduled to run.

In our case after initial scheduling on M processor only chance for any of our M processor to be in zero utilization is due to task completion. If such processor with zero utilization is found then new task with execution time $E_t$ is scheduled to run on it

**Theorem 2:**

A set of task represented by $T (A_i, E_{t_i}, D_{i})$ is schedulable in the processor if the utilization of the processor is less than one i.e. $U (n^{th}) < 1$

The utilization of a processor is found by

$$U (n^{th}) = \frac{E_{t-k}}{E_t - E_{t-k}}$$

Where $U (n^{th})$ is utilization of $n^{th}$ processor in set a set of M processor and $E_{t-k}$ is the remaining time to finish a task, $D_{t}$ is the remaining deadline at the instant new task arrives.

But other than this condition for scheduling tasks in a processor the condition to be satisfied are given in case 2.

**Case 2:**

When new task arrives if the processors are busy executing their previous task, the remaining execution time $E_{t-k}$ for every processor is calculated,

**Condition 1:**

Consider we have the remaining execution time $E_{t-k}$ of tasks executing in processors to be both lesser and greater than the execution time of new task found by intelligent scheduler considering the resource availability. Then the processor executing task with least remaining execution time $E_{t-k}$ within multiprocessor and task with highest execution time within the job is chosen.
**Condition 1a:**

If this least remaining execution time $E_t - E_{t}(k)$ is less than the execution time $E_t$ of new task then schedule is made such that new task is scheduled to execute after the task on corresponding processor is complete. This guarantees continuous and quick output since the preemptions of task about to complete would result in longer waiting for result of the task.

**Condition 1b:**

If the remaining execution time is same as the execution time of new task then previous task can either preempted or new task can be scheduled to run after the task executing by comparing the deadline of both task, i.e. if the new task is found to have lowest deadline then it is given higher priority so it preempts the executing task, if the new task is found to have higher deadline compared to executing task then it is scheduled to run after completion of the task.

**Condition 2:**

If this remaining execution time $E_t - E_{t}(k)$ is more than the execution time in all cases, then the processor executing task with least remaining execution time among all processor is preempted such that the processors with high remaining execution time are allowed to execute with their own task thus not overloading the processor. If it is considered that another new task i.e aperiodic task arrives at the very next moment then the new remaining execution time in corresponding processor at that very moment is the sum of the remaining execution time of previous task and the execution time of new task scheduled.

I.e. New remaining time is

$$\sum [E_t - E_{t}(k) \text{ (previous)} + E_{t} \text{ (new)}]$$

This new remaining execution time is then compared with other processor.

**III. ALGORITHM:**

1) Initially tasks are scheduled to run on M processor with no conditions Loop;

2) when new task with $E_t$ arrives

2.1 If $U \text{ (nth)} = 0$ for a processor

- Schedule processor with new task

2.2 If $U \text{ (nth)} = 0$ for many processor

- Schedule task randomly until no processor is ideal

2.3 If $U \text{ (nth)} \neq 0$ for all processor, Compare processors for $E_t - E_{t}(k)$

2.3.1 If $E_t - E_{t}(k)$ is both more and less in different processor, Find processor with least $E_t - E_{t}(k)$

- a) If $E_t - E_{t}(k) < E_t \text{ (new task)}$

Schedule new task to run after completion of previous task

- b) If $E_t - E_{t}(k) = E_t \text{ (new task)}$

If deadline of new task < executing task

Preempt executing task & schedule new task

Else

Schedule new task to run after completion of executing task

2.3.2 If $E_t - E_{t}(k)$ in different processor is only more than $E_t$ of new task,

Find processor with least $E_t - E_{t}(k)$ such that $E_t - E_{t}(k) > E_t \text{ (new task)}$

- Preempt previous task by new task

New $E_t - E_{t}(k)$ is

$$\sum [E_t - E_{t}(k) \text{ (previous)} + E_t \text{ (new)}]$$

Continue loop;

**Example:**

Let’s consider a multiprocessor system with M set of processor (M=3) and a job with the following tasks arrives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>$T_\infty$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>et</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dj</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure a. describes the initial schedule in M processors

Figure b. represents the comparison of remaining execution time during arrival of new task $T_{m+i}$ ($i=1$) with execution time 6 as soon as 3 second elapses.
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Figure c. represents the schedule of new task tm+i satisfying condition 2.3.1.a

Figure d. represents the comparison of remaining execution time during arrival of new task tm+i (i=2) with execution time of 3 as soon as 2 second elapses.

Figure e. represents the schedule of task tm+i (i=2) satisfying condition 2.3.2.

e. Scheduling of task Tm+i (i=2)

Figure f. represents the comparison of remaining execution time during arrival of new task tm+i (i=3) as soon as 1 second elapses.

f. At the arrival of task Tm+i (i=3)

Figure g. represents the schedule of task tm+i (i=3) satisfying condition 2.3.1.b

g. Scheduling of task Tm+i (i=3)

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

To schedule tasks based on execution time and resources, the algorithm must know prior to scheduling the execution time a code will take and the amount of resource present to schedule. Execution time of any task can be found only by either running the task or by tracing the entire source code. The number of lines to be traced can vary from tens to several thousands; making it impossible to trace the entire source code. Due to impossibility in tracing the source code, we emphasize the method of running the code in a fictitious environment comparable to the real environment called virtual scheduler. The execution time and remaining execution time are found by using the concepts of virtual scheduler approach and are given to scheduler to schedule the tasks as per our algorithm. The virtual scheduler is run on the same machine running actual scheduler. Initially tasks are made to run on the virtual scheduler in the order of arrival even though two or more task arrives at same time, but the tasks arriving at the same time are notified to actual scheduler to make it schedule tasks considering the remaining execution time to be found by virtual scheduler. While a task is executing if a task arrives, a timestamp in respective timers is made denoting the elapsed time. The remaining execution time is consequently found from the total execution time and the elapsed time. This information’s such as remaining execution time and
total execution time are conveyed to actual scheduler to schedule tasks.

Virtual scheduler on cloud network accessing clouds services such as platform as service and software as service is another alternative for implementation where virtual scheduler processes tasks at a remote location accessed by cloud and returns the remaining execution time and the execution time to the scheduling environment.
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